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QUESTION 1

You organize a workshop for your customers IT team to handover a newly deployed backup solution 

based on HPE StoreOnce backup targets with Veeam as the backup application. 

Is this an important best practice for this scenario? Solution:Use HW snapshot integration in the Job 

advanced properties it is much raster and has lighter impact on the production VMs to be hacked up. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You meet with a customer about a new data protection solution. One or the most important requirements is low RTO
and RPO numbers. In the range of minutes. The amount of data to be backed up is in the range of 50TB on an ISCSI
based HPE Nimble array. Is this a backup target that can validly be considered for the new solution? Solution: Install a
NAS device on the ISCSI network to enable data replication from the SAN to the NAS device by the backup application,
thus allowing fast recovery over the high speed storage network 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working with your customer on the advantages and disadvantages of various data protection schemes They
currently have a storage solution with 2 HPE 3PAR arrays with Peer Persistence This is used to make backups to an
HPE StoreOnce VTL backup target using Commvauft Will this recommendation enhance the data protection plan?
Solution: Use the Grandfather-Father-Son (GFS) rotation scheme 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are organizing a Proof-of-Concept (POC) for your customer for their new data protection solution based on
Commvault technology in combination with HPE Nimble storage and HPE StoreOnce backup targets. The customer
asks you to demonstrate the configuration options for deduplication within the Commvault solution. Is this a location
where you can modify the deduplication parameters? Solution: Navigate lo the Agents section and show the different
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parameters inside the Backup. Archive, Normalization and Replication agents 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to replace an aging tape-based backup platform using a Grandfather-Father-Son (GFS) rotation
scheme. They are considering replacing the entire solution with public cloud storage as a backup target is this a valid
recommendation for this customer? Solution: Cloud storage is ideal for the Grandfather copies of backup data for long-
term data retention Keep an on-premises solution for the \\'Son\\' copies to guarantee lower RTO and RPO numbers. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The customer uses HPE infoSight with HPE Proliant DL380 Gen10 servers and an HPE Nimble Storage array. They are
replacing their aging data protection solution based on tape drives with a new disk- based backup target solution based
on HPE StoreOnce. Is this a true statement? Solution: HPE Info Sight to StoreOnce requires a license 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

As it relates to application consistent backups, does this statement accurately describe the Volume Shadow copy
Service (VSS)? Solution:The VSS requestor instructs each VSS provider to perform a task to quiesce data. After each
VSS provider has completed these pre-backup tasks, the VSS writer Instructs the VSS requestor to create the
snapshot. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer runs a hyperconverged solution based on HPE SimpliVity. with a built-in data protection mechanism from
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HPE SimpliVity They try to recover objects from a Microsoft Exchange server but cannot find the option in the user
interface. Is this valid response regarding their problem? Solution:Since HPE SimpliVity does not support Granular
Object Restore (GRE). you must use an additional data protection application like Veeam 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Is this a reason why your customer might choose the HPE Apollo 4510 systems instead of the HPE Apollo 

42O0 system? 

Solution: The Apollo 4510 system has a higher density chassis, and so can host more drives with more 

backup capacity. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a meeting with a customer to discuss a new backup solution requirement. Is this a step in the information
gathering process for the current solution? Solution:You launch a NinjaProtected + process to run scripts on the
customer\\'s backup server to collect all information on the current DacKup configuration. HPE will create a report based
on the output of the scripts to create a sizing based on the current workload. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Is this a reason why your customer might choose the HPE Apollo 4510 systems Instead of the HPE Apollo 

4200 system? 

Solution:The Apollo 4200 system is deployed with veeam Backup and Replication Standard Edition, while the 

4510 system runs the Enterprise Edition for a more extended feature set. 

A. Yes 
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B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You are snowing your customer how Veeam integrates with HPE storage products, such as HPE Nimble and HPE
3PAR. You show how Veeam can restore in a fast and efficient way from HPE storage snapshots Is this a correct
statement? Solution:Veeam Explorer can instantly recover a VM from a storage snapshot without prior de- staging and
intermediate restores. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibit. 

You plan to use the HPE Storage Sizing Tool for an HPE backup environment, as shown In the exhibit Instead of
manually entering all gathered information, you want to use the Import option for fast and efficient sizing of a backup
environment. Is this a tool that generates data that can be imported to the HPE Storage Sizer Tool? Solution:Is this a
tool that generates data that can be imported to the HPE Storage Sizer Tool? NinjaProtected+ 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

You meet with a customer who is having performance and stability issues with their tape-based backup environment
based on HPE StoreEver systems. Should you use this tool to gather information and troubleshoot the Installed
systems? Solution: SAF Analyze 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Is this a correct statement about the integration of Veeam with HPE storage arrays and HPE StoreEver tape libraries?
Solution:Veeam Integration with HPE 3PAR StoreServ and HPE Nimble Storage allows the backup server to directly
communicate with the production storage to request a crash- or application- consistent snapshot, which is performed by
the array itself 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 
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